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Collections: Behind The Scenes
by Jean Bennett, Collections Volunteer

“Just what do those nine Collections volunteers do, cloistered away behind
locked doors and wearing gloves?” This is the mystery that I have been asked
to solve. The “simple” answer is that we care for the approximately 30,000
artifacts within the Museum’s collection. These include those that are on exhibit, inside or outside, and those stored in the Museum’s two vaults, as well
as those that are on loan to us or are part of a traveling exhibit. The answer
may be simple, but the processes are a bit more complex.
Let me first walk you through the procedures we use when the new object
is “accessioned”, or added to our collection by a staff committee. It is given an
ID number that is attached to it and recorded in a logbook and eventually onto
the computer. We have two forms that must be filled out for each object. The
first one records the ID number, the date we
received it, whether it was purchased or donated, its value, from whom we received it, its
object name and category, its materials, description, measurements and, once determined, its location. The second form is a
“condition” report. Here we have specific nomenclature, universal for museums, to describe the overall condition and then
to minutely describe any flaws or issues it may have. There is a set vocabulary
(i.e., “foxing”, “embrittlement”, “accretion”, etc.) for describing these issues.
We also use a universal terminology to note where on the object a problem is
found (i.e., “TL” for top left quadrant, “CR” or center right, etc.), and then
careful measurement is noted (i.e., 1” long horizontal tear 1 ½” down, 1”
down from outside edge of TL). There is a tricky little addition to the location.
If the object is two-dimensional (2-D), it is as noted above. However, if it is
something that is worn, like a shirt or dress, the top left is “as worn”, so it is
the opposite of the 2-D object. Some objects are easily described and measured, but others can require several pages and even sketches to fully explain
an object’s condition. At this point, if an artifact could be susceptible to insect
damage or mold (i.e., made of wool, leather, feathers or other organic materials), we place it in the freezer for a prescribed length of time before continuing.
We stabilize, but do not “repair” any artifact. That is the job of a professional conservator. We use various “archival” materials as needed (i.e. tissue
paper, fabric, ethafoam, Mylar, stockinette, batting, cardboard sheets) to support and/or store the artifact. We are fortunate to have a volunteer (our
“Doctor of Boxology”) who is very adept at making boxes and other support
from the archival cardboard to fit the object’s needs. Some examples would be
for an 1852 pioneer dress or a feathered headdress. We also use tools that are
specifically made for the care and cleaning of artifacts. We have special low
suction vacuums, glues, archival pens, and fine mesh screens (to cover beadwork or feathers when vacuuming). Next, unless it is to go on exhibit, we
must find a location within one of the two vaults where it will reside, and note
this location on the first form and on the computer. Both vaults have temperature and moisture controls, but each is different to meet the needs of different
materials.

Collections—continued

Another job we have is condition reporting objects that come in
with temporary exhibits. The most recent exhibit is the artwork of
Takuichi Fuji, reflecting his experiences during the Japanese internment. For that exhibit, the condition reporting was fairly simple—
noting any scratches, dirt, or other issues with the glass or frames
holding his work, or any noticeable damage to the few articles in the
display case and comparing those notes from the last museum to
host the exhibit. However, not all exhibits are so simple to check
and record. The climbing exhibit that we had last year was comprised of objects from many different contributors and consisted of
clothing, technical climbing gear, a van, books, etc. We worked long
hours checking and recording the condition of each rope, shoe, carabiner, shirt, etc. making sure to note from whom it came so we could
return each to the correct owner in the same condition in which it had come to us.
Because we are caretakers of the 7,000-piece Native American collection of
Doris Swayze Bounds, we are also responsible for following the cultural traditions of their care. This includes periodic blessings of the collection by tribal
members. This year we arranged for tribal members to thoroughly clean, stabilize, and then bless our 20-year-old tule mat tipi. Also, since the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) was signed in 1990,
we have cooperated with tribes throughout the U.S. to return any sacred ceremonial objects to their rightful owners. According to tribal members, not all
museums have been so cooperative.
Our team is also responsible for the periodic cleaning of all of the artifacts
that reside in our permanent exhibits. These include Spirit of the West, By
Hand Through Memory, and the Chiles Library, as well as the Model T and the
Forest Service fire truck. Except for the library and vehicles, this requires that
each exhibit be shut down for most of a week, annually if possible. We have
had help with this cleaning by many of the volunteers that interpret in the two
exhibits, for which we are very grateful!
As is true in most areas, there are always changes in the best practices for
caring for artifacts of various materials. We have attended workshops periodically to keep abreast of these changes and adopted them as we are able. One
recent example is that archival tissue that has been used in the storage of
clothing must be replaced every 3-5 years. As we are replacing it, we are noting with it the date that it should next be changed.
Presently the staff and volunteers are going through the entire collection to
make sure every single object has been photographed, is correctly labeled, is
stored properly, is in the correct location, has a clear description, has correct
paperwork and that all of this is stored on the computer. We then remedy
whatever is needed, if anything, for that artifact. It is a massive job, but one
that is satisfying and will be invaluable now and in the future. All of us feel
privileged to be able to see, handle, and care for these treasures that make up
the Museum’s collection and to preserve them for all future generations to
enjoy. Hopefully this has answered the “simple” question of just what we do
behind our locked doors.
Photos from file and by Jean Bennett & Siobhan Sullivan

Museum Volunteer & Staff Holiday Party
December 10th; 11:30 am-1:30 pm in classroom A

Lunch and beverages provided
If you wish, bring cookies to share or exchange
You may bring a white elephant gift to exchange

Season’s Greetings
and Happy New Year
from the
Newsletter Team

RSVP in the volunteer lunchroom by November 30
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A Day in the Life of Louise Shirley, the Donald M. Kerr Curator of Natural History
by Heather Duchow, Newsletter Writer

Do you know what the staff contact person for your volunteer team(s) did yesterday?
Volunteers check in with staff contacts fairly regularly,
but conversations mostly center around volunteer duties. We
may not talk about the parts of the staff members’ jobs that
don’t directly impact us and our activities. I doubt many of
us imagine that our staff contact’s main responsibility is directing volunteers, but I do wonder how much we know
about the diverse projects they work on.
I was surprised to find out this spring that Louise Shirley,
the Donald M. Kerr Curator of Natural History, was coleading a series of workshops to help middle school teachers
develop lesson plans that focused on pollinators. I vaguely
knew the Museum helped teachers with STEM and history
Louise pictured on far left
curricula, but I didn’t know that our curator of natural history
was actively involved. The program was funded by a grant
from the Gray Family Foundation and carried out in partnership with Discover Your Forest. The workshops
brought together teachers at two area schools with staff from the Xerces Society and the Master Gardener program who could share their knowledge of pollinators and their habitats. Louise says she and her co-leader
“helped teachers to develop lesson plans and also establish or improve pollinator habitats at their schools.” I
don’t know what I thought Louise did other than curate exhibitions, but leading teacher training workshops
was not on the list.
Learning that Louise’s projects were quite diverse sparked the idea for a new High Desert Voices article
series: A Day in the Life. Each “article” will be a list of what one staff member did on one day. I hope it will
provide an interesting glimpse into the many programs and projects Museum staff members are working on.
Here is the first installment in the series. Thank you to Louise for sharing one of her days with us.
A Day in the Life of Louise Shirley, the Donald M. Kerr Curator of Natural History
• Speak over the phone with a contact in Wallowa County about an ongoing project to connect with rural
communities.
• Finalize the text for the Nature's Resilience exhibition and review the layout with Robert Flood (and get
excited about a particularly nice typeface.)
• Speak to a photographer whose work is in Nature's Resilience,
regarding the label for their work.
• Meet with Carolyn Nesbitt to plan our upcoming Common
Ground program.
• Run a new idea for a program series past some colleagues.
• Take a break and walk my dogs in the forest. Feel lucky to be
able to do that here.
• A Natural History Pub speaker pulls out, so I start searching
for a replacement!
• Answer a phone call from a Bend resident about how to identify a coyote vs. a wolf.
• Spend an hour in the Museum entrance hall, interviewing visitors about their experiences for our evaluation project. When
there's nobody around to interview, I do some research/reading
for an exhibit.
• Gather some gear for the carnivore project, so that I can be
out in the field the next day.

Photos by Heather Duchow & Siobhan Sullivan
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Introducing Martha Henderson, High Desert Ranger Station Volunteer
by Dave Gilbert, Newsletter Writer

When Martha Henderson drives into the High Desert Museum she says she experiences a “magical moment” as she passes the little white ranger station near the end of
the parking lot.
That might be because of her years as a fire lookout and as an aerial fire locator for
the Forest Service.
Or it might be because of her early years in heavily timbered northern Minnesota.
Or her teen years in Prineville with its fleet of log trucks, seven lumber mills, and wigwam burners.
This year Martha takes over at the High Desert Ranger Station as its organizer,
planner, and volunteer coordinator.
“It’s a dream come true,” she says.
Born in 1952, Martha’s childhood home was on the northern shore of Lake Superior.
“I like the north country,” she says, “there were deer and bear…it was still wild in the ‘50s.” She was 8
when her family moved to Silver Bay, Minnesota where her mother, Madelyn, started a library and was its librarian.
By the time Martha was in the seventh grade, her father, Edwin, “was tired of snow.” They had vacationed
in the west, so in 1965 that’s the direction they took… to Prineville.
“That was a huge change,” Martha says, laughing. “It was all cows and timber.”
Edwin built a Laundromat; Madelyn became the Crook County librarian. Martha liked the place. She graduated from high school in 1970 and attended Seattle Pacific University.
She took a “wonderful class” in geography that looked at how human impact affects planning and development. She decided geography was her future.
Martha is a few-frills woman, letting her hair gray naturally. She dresses in the colors of the season: the
browning shades of fall; blues, whites and silver in winter, yellows and pinks in spring.
From Seattle Pacific, she continued her studies at what is now Western Oregon University in Monmouth.
To pay her way, she became a fire lookout in the Ochocos during the summer.
She graduated in 1974 and took “a ‘go-fer job’ with the Oregon Department of Transportation.” She liked
the work, but had her mind set on more education.
Martha earned a Master’s degree in Geography at Indiana State University and continued summer work for
the Forest Service. She also taught outdoor school and classes connected to Elderhostel.
“It was a wild time of exploration,” she says, “sleeping in teepees, using Coleman stoves, cross-country
skiing, living in strange places.”
The adventure didn’t stop. She worked as an aerial fire spotter for the Forest Service out of John Day, flying five-hour patterns “looking for smoke and sending precise locations back.”
“Everyone knew me, but only by my voice,” she says, laughing.
Along the way, Martha held numerous other jobs, but ended up with the Forest Service again, this time as a
wilderness guard in the Mt. Hood National Forest.
“You had to have a lot of courage,” she says, “which was not easily come by some times.”
At 30, she told herself “I gotta just go for it.” “It” was a Ph.D. in Geography at Louisiana State University
in Baton Rouge.
Martha is a born teacher. She uses her hands for emphasis; her face is expressive; she asks numerous rhetorical questions then answers them enthusiastically.
After a stint working with the Mescalero Apache people, she took a teaching job at the University of Minnesota/Duluth. From there, she returned to the west, taking a professorship at The Evergreen State College in
Olympia, Washington teaching Geography and Environmental Studies. She loved the interdisciplinary approach, and stayed 23 years. She retired a couple of years ago.
“I needed to get back to Central Oregon sunshine,” she says.
Martha lives south of Sunriver. In her spare hours, she enjoys kayaking, skiing, plein aire painting, and
playing her piano.
On a visit to the High Desert Museum, of course she stopped in at the Ranger Station. She already knew
the place because it came from the Reese River area of Nevada where Martha had done research on cultural
history. There, she met Les Joslin, the force behind obtaining the Ranger Station for the High Desert Museum.
In Martha, he saw his replacement. Martha says “it’s a dream come true.”
Photo by Dave Gilbert
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High Desert Museum Area Updates from November 2019
by Siobhan Sullivan, Newsletter Editor

Birds of Prey - Exhibit spaces are being upgraded for
the great horned owl, burrowing owl, and barred owl.
One of the hawks is currently being rehabilitated. The
outdoor area where the Raptors of the Desert Sky
event occurs is being landscaped with native plant
species. Staff member Mianha Corella is getting experience handling some of the raptors, including the
golden eagle.
Living History - Spirit of the West members are continuing to work on refining the thematic abbreviated
tours. Interpreters are finding the best way to connect
with visitors. On a recent weekday, 75 first-graders
visited the Museum. Though temperatures never got
over 25 degrees, they had a good time. Mining Day
went well.
Collections – The team finished working on the third
row of vault shelves. Artifacts have been photographed and the written records are “perfect.” There
are 24 vault shelves. They recently worked on condition reports for artifacts from a boarding school.
Mammals - The schedule of talks is going well. Volunteers are arriving early to help monitor the otters.
Many interesting items have been pulled from the otter tanks. Staff have been working on the carts used
in interpretive talks. More volunteers are needed to
help monitor the otters, reptiles, and birds of prey.
They will be trained in how to best interact with visitors to keep them entertained and involved.
High Desert Voices Newsletter - The November issue was sent out late but the team will be back on
schedule this month. A nice article on behind-thescenes work of the collections team is in this issue.
There is also a “Day in the Life of…” article featuring Louise Shirley. The newsletter team always appreciates getting articles from the other teams!
Desertarium - The training has gone well with the
tortoises. The blue-tongued skink is making progress
and it’s learning to go up a ramp and stay put for handling.

Admissions/Greeters – Last year attendance at the
Tales of Hallows Eve topped 700. This year the admission was increased and attendance was a more
manageable 500. Museum memberships and the
Adopt-An–Animal program offer great opportunities
for gifts. There is a coupon for $10 off for new Museum memberships in the latest Smart Shopper.
Photography - They recently held their quarterly
meeting. Jon Nelson spoke about making sure animals featured are shown in the best possible way. For
example, birds at the Museum get their beaks
trimmed and they look best right after a trim.
By Hand Through Memory – The team went on
their annual study tour to Pendleton and Walla Walla.
They met with interesting and well-informed Native
Americans. The team’s new team lead is Aldine
Thornton. She was tremendously honored to be asked
to fill this position. Aldine intends to help the team
learn more in-depth information about the Columbia
Plateau tribes. She is a Lakota from Pine Ridge,
South Dakota. Aldine has enjoyed sharing information on important programming such as a recent
showing of Warrior Women on OPB.
Silver Sage Trading Store – The store has a unique
beanie hat with a built-in LED light that would make
a great gift. They also have a new High Desert Museum sweatshirt for sale. There is a cute Jan Brett floor
puzzle designed for kids three and older. They have
seasonal napkins, some with funny sayings, and several kinds of scented candles. Museum members get a
20% discount on most items in the store from November 29 to December 8.
Ranger Station - The station is closed for the season.
The team intends to inventory items kept in the ranger station over the winter. They’ll begin recruiting for
additional volunteers for next year in the spring.

Kudos Korner

by Siobhan Sullivan, Newsletter Editor

Several staff and volunteers were thanked for their work in
November. Wildlife staff were thanked for the carts for interpreters. Thanks to staff for the room that By Hand Through
Memory volunteers use to house their books and other things.
Thanks to Carmen Melamed for working so quickly hiring
Christina Morales, our new HR/Volunteer Coordinator. The
volunteers thanked Christina. They are looking forward to
working with her. Kudos to all of you!
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January 2020—Save the Date!

December
1-8
2

3
5
7

Silver Sage Trading Holiday Sale. 10:00 am—4:00 pm.
Natural History Pub: Go With the Flow: Restoration and
Resilience in Stream Systems and the Human Gut. 6:30 pm 7:30 pm. Free. Café will be open 5:30 pm – 6:30 pm. RSVP.
Winter Art Series: Exploring Our Collection-Indigenous Basket Weaving Lecture. 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm. $10, Members receive
20% discount. Free to tribal members. RSVP.
Annual Meeting and Member Appreciation Night. 5:00 pm 7:30 pm. Free to tribal members. RSVP.
Off-site Field Trip: Winter Raptors (weather permitting).
8:00 am - 3:00 pm. $50, Members receive 20% discount .
RSVP and pre-payment required.

7

Winter Art Series: Exploring Our Collection-Indigenous Basket Drawing. 10:00 am - 1:00 pm. $30, Members receive 20%
discount. Free to tribal members. RSVP and pre-payment required.

9

Museum Event: Film Screening: Minidoka: An American Concentration Camp. 6:00 pm - 7:30 pm, doors open at 5:00 pm.
No-host bar. Café open 5:00-6:00 pm. $7, Members receive
20% discount. RSVP.

10

Museum Volunteer & Staff Holiday Party.December 10th;
11:30 am-1:30 pm in classroom A. RSVP in volunteer lunchroom
Museum Event: Oregon’s Moon Country Screening. 6:30 pm 7:30 pm. Free. RSVP.
Museum Event: Father Christmas. 11:00 am - 3:00 pm. Decorate your own cookie for $1! Free with Museum admission.
Thorn Hollow String Band. 11:00 am—2:00 pm.
Museum Event: Museum and Me: Father Christmas. 4:00 pm
- 7:00 pm. This event is free for individuals, family, and
friends. RSVP.
Museum closed.

11
14
14
21
25

2

Winter Art Series: Exploring Our Collection—2D Works
Lecture. 6:00 - 8:00 pm. Doors open at 5:30 pm. $10, Members receive 20% discount. Free to tribal members. RSVP and
prepayment required.

4

Winter Art Series: Exploring Our Collection—2D Works
Workshop. 10:00 am - 1:00 pm. $30, Members receive 20%
discount. Free to tribal members. RSVP and prepayment
required.

5

Exhibit closing: Witness to Wartime: The Painted Diary of
Takuichi Fujii.
Natural History Pub: Extraordinary Birds: Up Close and
Personal. 7:00-8:00 pm, doors open at 5:30 pm. Free.
McMenamins, 700 NW Bond St., Bend.
Weekend Workshop: Conservation Photography. 10:00 am
- 3:00 pm. $150, Members receive 20% discount. Preliminary
meeting January 10 from 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm. RSVP and
prepayment required.
Thorn Hollow String Band. 11:00 am—2:00 pm.
Museum Event: Prohibition Party. 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm.
Doors at 5:30 pm. No-host bar. Café open 5:30 pm – 8:30
pm. $15, Members receive 20% discount. RSVP.

6
11

11
17
18

Weekend Workshop: Build a Terrarium. 10:30 am 12:00 pm. $30, Members receive 20% discount. RSVP
and prepayment required.

23

Museum Event: Our Place in the Wilderness. 6:00 pm –
7:15 pm, doors at 5:00 pm. No-host bar.Café open 5:00 pm –
6:00 pm. Free. RSVP.
Free Day. 10:00 am—4:00 pm.
Exclusive Members’ Exhibition Preview: Infinite Moment:
Burning Man on the Horizon. 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm. Hors
d’oeuvres, no-host bar. Members free, guests $5. RSVP and
prepayment required.

25
31

To RSVP: www.highdesertmuseum.org/rsvp
or call 541-382-4754. or pre-register:
www.highdesertmuseum.org/program

